
4TH GRADE WRITING ACTIVITIES ONLINE

Fourth grade can be a challenging year for language arts. However, with our colorfully designed fourth grade reading
and writing games, your students will be .

Learn about headline writing and other journalism topics with this newspaper activity for kids. Teachers are
also writing students, and NWP contains a library of stellar books on the art of teaching writing. The lessons
on Fact vs. Do the Twist The Twist, the Sausage, and the Up and Down may sound like moves from the dance
floor, but they're actually three of the offbeat poetic structures you can learn about from this under-the-radar
website from the University of Oregon. Use our ten minute activities as building blocks during your classroom
instruction. Get Published One of the many advantages of the Internet is the way it has opened up the
possibility for writers of all levels to get published. The site's dictionary , thesaurus, and word games are
terrific, but the "Daily Buzzword" is the real winner. Luckily it's easy and costs nothing to learn to type using
the games on this fun website. Easily sign up with Google Classroom With one click all of your students and
classes will be imported. Gingerbread, mmm. For one online contest that keeps this higher purpose in mind,
look no further than myhero. Story Maps and Graphic Organizers Graphic organizers are key for young
writers, and for those writers who are primarily visual learners, story mapping takes it one step further. What
If? Get immediate feedback for your students Save time grading and watch your students correct their
mistakes instantly. Just remember to cite the source from which you got it! What a great way to celebrate
writing outside of the classroom walls. Writing for Change This is every middle school English teacher's
dream site for its ability to inspire some thoughtful, dialogue- provoking writing. Online Mad Libs Nothing
teaches parts of speech with as much laugh-out-loud joy as a good game of Mad Libs. For the ultimate
four-dimensional storytelling experience, try the "Gingerbread Man" retelling using the scent of actual
gingerbread. PreKâ€”K, 1â€”2, 3â€”5, 6â€”8, 9â€”12 From From mad libs to story maps, everything you need
to make writing fun. Advertising Activity Have fun learning about different forms of advertising with this
interactive activity for kids. Citation is for Kids Although many students don't learn how to source properly
until high school or, sadly, college , you can get your students ahead of the game with this site. Vocabulary
Challenge "I finished typing my final draft two days ago. Get on the Raft One of the most proven ways to get
students to consider the importance of objective and audience is through the RAFT technique. Debating Game
This interactive debating game lets you debate against someone arguing from the opposite point of view on a
number of different subjects. Rubrics at the Ready Who doesn't love a good rubric? Share the list with your
students and invite them to come up with their own solutions to the writing blues. Need something in Urdu?
The titles alone e. Any educational website that uses Pink Floyd's song "Time" to illustrate "various poetic
devices that enhance the meaning" is a friend of ours. Language arts and the sciences intersect when it's time
to teach sensory details, and this site has 10 inventive ideas for lessons that focus on sight, sound, smell, taste,
and touch. Questions range from silly to introspective and guarantee more smiles and less groans during
freewriting and journal time. This feature includes a word of the day, its meaning, how it's used, and an "Are
you a word wiz?


